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Which cities bounce back after a shock?
 Organically grown       (bottom-up) Jane Jacobs
 Designed by centrally (top-down) Robert Moses

Can we learn something about resilience of 
autocracy vs. democracy? 
 Is countryside more resilient, less specialized?
 Agglomeration leads to specialization
 Spillover and spillbacks different social norms
 But  “Stadtluft macht frei” (city air is liberating)
 Trust in authorities
 Redundancies

Resilience of Cities

Vaccination rates
Polio



 Fewer high rise buildings (lift fear)
 From sky scrapers to office parks
 Spread out cities  ⇒ traffic
 Donut effect due to Covid for metropolitan areas
 City centers are struggling, suburbs thriving

 Smart cities
 Digitalization – New form of hygiene management 

(like sewage in 19th century)

Covid and city design



Telecommutuing⇒ redesigning traffic, physical transport
 Impact on climate change
 Impact on real estate prices
 Higher prices in suburbia?
 Higher office vacancy rate
 Change in office design

 Impact on couples/marriages
 Fewer long-distance relationships
 Better gender equality?
More children?

“Zooming” not Zoning and cities - WFH



Virtual mobility enables
Physical mobility of the rich … leaves poor behind
 Does zoom make it easier for the rich to leave?
More segregation?

 Social mobility can not be easily promoted

Enhanced competition among cities
 Good: improved governance 
 Bad: tax revenue for social mobility programs d

Virtual, Physical, and Social Mobility 



Poll Questions

1. Will Covid-19 affect cities differently than 9/11?
a. Yes b. No

2. What cities will be hurt most by the double 
shock of zoom and Covid?

a. Mega cities
b. Metropolitan
c. Midsized

3. What share of the US labor force will be working 
remotely in 3-5 years? 

a. Below 10%
b. 10% - 20%
c. Above 20%
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Three 
policies to 
reduce the 
risk of 
pandemic 
disease



The Plague of Athens (430 B.C.E)



The Limited Impact of the Antonine Plague 



The Cyprian Plague of the Third Century



Justinian’s Flea
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Brazil Results (w.Chauvin and Kestelman)



Results from India (Asher and Novosad)

















The Pre-Covid Urban Weaknesses

• Cities bringing productivity but not upward mobility
• Why are cities good for adults but bad for kids (at least some kids)?

• Successful cities are becoming permanently unaffordable
• The triumph of insiders over outsiders.

• The Unhappiness over Policing and Incarceration
• The incomplete triumph of urban safety 



















Persistence of not working rates





Farm to Factory to Urban Service Workers: to 
Extreme Pandemic Vulnerability



Closure Rates by Industry (circa April 1, 2020)



Will we ever go back to the office? 



The Age of Centrifugal Cars (and Radios and TVs)



Killed Urban Industry, Like NYC Garments



So, why didn’t these…

Image by ChtiTux Image by Danamania



…Kill finance and urban information 
industries?

Image by Runner1928



Density and Income in Manhattan



Geography of not working: Prime men 2015
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Emmanuel and Harrington: Going Remote



Companies Don’t Hire Remote Workers!
(Work is by Morales-Arilla and Daboin)



The Inequality of the Remote Workplace



Zoom Means More Competition for Global 
Talent

Image by perzon seo



Everything Depends on the Medical Response

• # 1:  If the shock doesn’t end quickly and if pandemics reappear, then the 
costs for cities and all the economy are enormous.

• # 2: If this ends quickly, and doesn’t happen again then the shock is real but 
doesn’t change urban life massively.  Still there will be short term shifts:

• Commercial space is more vulnerable than residential. 
• Cities will still reallocate from old to young, and remote work will continue.

• #3: Global talent has just gotten more mobile– and yet there is a dire need 
to help the urban disadvantaged.

• Smarter government rather than more or less government. 
• Fewer regulations that bind small businesses or builders. 
• The need to experiment and evaluate.    



Data from JLL

These high end markets 
are unlikely to see large 
scale vacancies, even with 
substantial price falls

The margin of error 
between current price and 
operating cost is too large.

Some Class C may convert 
to residential



Data from JLL

These lower end markets 
have a much smaller 
margin of error.

And less demand for 
residential conversion.

This should mean that 
vacancies are far more 
plausible.  

That will create negative 
local spillovers. 
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